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Good morning. Thank you to our Chairman of the Board, Bruce Phillips, the Directors,
and to all the shareholders, investors and staff in attendance today.
In 2019, ALS continued its journey of implementing its five-year strategic plan with the
dedicated focus on doing what we do best. A global testing services company of the
highest quality and integrity. This focus has been, and continues to be, driven by the
ALS management team. Testing is our core business, and it is what we do best.
The financial performance in FY19 was positive for ALS and shareholders despite
uncertain and volatile macro-economic conditions. The result saw all segments of the
business contribute positive organic growth while remaining disciplined with cost
initiatives.
I am particularly pleased to report that the Life Sciences and Commodities business
streams have delivered a tangible and material improvement in their revenue and profit
margins. Life Sciences delivered total revenue growth of 13% and improved margin
by 110bps from 14% last year to 15% this year.
Industrial division revenue was up 10%, driven by successful business development
efforts focused on maintenance related services. However, margins declined due to
the change in the mix of services and pricing pressure, particularly in Australia.
We have been and will continue to focus on bolt-on opportunities in the food and
pharmaceutical sectors globally. We have also been evaluating and investing in
growth projects including greenfield operations, innovation and capital investment
across all business streams.
The company exited the remaining laboratory services component of the Oil & Gas
business. In April we completed the sale of the environmental testing business in
China to Suez. We also divested the Life Sciences consumer testing business based
in Hong Kong and mainland China in March.
Specific details of the individual business streams in the last financial year are well
documented in the end of financial year releases announced on the ASX in May and
are included in the Annual Report released in mid-June. I do not intend to reiterate
the details, but I am happy to answer any questions about specific matters during
question time, later in the meeting.
I do want to focus on some areas that have been of interest to our shareholders and
investors following the release of the financial year results.
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I would like to provide some colour around our performance and what we are seeing
at a corporate level, in Life Sciences, the geochemistry and other commodities
businesses.
Firstly, at a corporate level, in FY19 we were disciplined in our cost control while
investing in key parts of the business.
Looking ahead to FY20, recent changes to tax rules and movements in the Australian
dollar have created some headwinds that will impact the business on a full year basis.

Moving onto the commodities business, the performance of the geochemistry business
was a highlight with sample flows 7% higher than in FY18. This translated into a 31%
improvement in underlying contribution at a margin of 30%. This was tempered to
some extent by a slowing of sample volumes in the second half of FY19, particularly
in the final quarter. While long-term drivers for commodities remain strong, the
continued absence of exploration investment and equity raising in the sector has
impacted global sample flow volumes when compared to the previous year.
This trend has continued into our current fiscal year with sample flows in the first
quarter being consistent with what we saw in the fourth quarter of FY19. However, we
continue to build on our global market leadership position and manage underlying
margins.
Long-term drivers for commodities remain strong, this has led to growth in our
metallurgy, coal and commodities inspection businesses which have collectively
increased revenue contribution to our Commodities segment.
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In 2019, ALS started to deliver on its challenge to ensure that our non-cyclical Life
Sciences division outperforms expectations. The division has done this during FY19,
where revenue has increased by 13% with 8% organic growth across all geographies.
Most notably, the business improved its margins by 110bps to 15% in FY19 and we
have seen further margin expansion in early FY20. This improvement was the direct
result of continued focus on the implementation of initiatives around cost management,
rationalisation and the introduction of new technologies. We expect both revenue
growth and margin expansion in Life Sciences to continue into the rest of this fiscal
year.
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There is more work to be done and more successes to be achieved in Life Sciences.
We expect continued improvement in the profitability of the Americas due to recent
contract wins and organic operational efficiencies which should continue to come
through this fiscal year.
This, combined with our continued investment in M&A opportunities in the food and
pharmaceutical sector, underpins our ability to provide sustained and continued
improvement in the profitability of Life Sciences for our shareholders over future
reporting periods.
This year saw further development and refinement of our focus on innovation and
technology. During the year, ALS further entrenched its commitment in this area
commencing beta testing projects in artificial intelligence across all divisions. We also
expanded investment in robotics and automation, data analytics, the Internet of Things
and development of global software platforms. Moving forward, ALS will continue its
investment in new technologies and global systems to support the ongoing growth of
the business.
I am proud of the progress that ALS is making in Sustainability, not only in managing
our impact on the environment and communities in which we operate but also in the
cost efficiencies that these initiatives have delivered to the Group.
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This year was the third year that ALS released a very comprehensive and informative
Sustainability Report which I encourage you all to read - we have copies here for those
who would like one.
The report provides in-depth and practical examples of the efforts being made on a
global basis to improve the way we work and to lessen the negative impact that the
business has on the environment and community. I commend ALS staff around the
globe for their efforts in this regard. To me personally, our commitment to
Sustainability reflects the true culture of ALS. I encourage our clients, shareholders
and investors to join us as we strive to keep making progress in this area in future
years.
As a company, we have prided ourselves on our dedication to the values of quality,
integrity, reliability, and innovation. These values ensure that we deliver the highest
level of customer service. We value efficiency, safety, and diversity in our workplaces.
We also value the leadership and learning that develops our people and our
businesses. And we value Sustainability and social responsibility.
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Safety continues to be our highest priority, with an emphasis on a safe working
environment for our employees and clients. As CEO, I feel very strongly that our safety
initiatives continue to be optimised and enforced, and I am proud that the business
achieved its best-ever safety result on record.
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In summary, it is worthwhile to remind everyone of the strategic roadmap that we are
on.

This year we revised our Purpose to include the core fundamentals of our business Science - Service – Assurance. Our Purpose provides the drive, desire, and
enthusiasm for all ALS employees globally to achieve the Everest goals that we have
set ourselves.
When I began as CEO and Managing Director two years ago, I renewed our focus as
a testing services company with testing at the centre of everything we do.
We embarked on a five-year strategic plan, focused on this core competency, to
achieve the right balance in our portfolio. By 2022 we want our non-resources
business to account for more than 50% of the Group’s operating profit. We are well
on our way on this journey with our Life Sciences division growing in revenue, EBIT
and margin. This is combined with the continued strong performance in our
Commodities business as cost and technology initiatives drive efficiency throughout
the cycle.
We plan to achieve this five-year strategy through:
-

Existing market share growth;
The acquisition of new business streams;
Geographic expansion; and
Strategic business development.
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At this time, I think it is essential to restate the business philosophy under my
leadership. These are the same as I mentioned at last year's AGM:
-

We commit to providing a safe and productive workplace for our employees;
We must provide high quality and timely data to our customers;
We must have a sense of urgency in everything we do;
We must keep our business model simple, and client-service focused, and
finally
We need to provide a solid return to our shareholders.

None of this would be possible without our over 15,000 dedicated staff and
management team at our 350 locations around the world. I would like to thank them
all for their hard work and dedication. I would also like to express my appreciation to
our Board of Directors for their mentorship, guidance and leadership, and to my family
for their continued commitment and support. Finally, I would like to thank you, our
shareholders, for your continued support and loyalty. The entire ALS team is
dedicated to building long term value for you and our other stakeholders.
On behalf of management I would also like to thank Mel Bridges for his valuable
contribution to the growth of ALS over the last 10 years.
Thank you, I will now hand the meeting back to our Chairman to conduct the formalities
of the meeting.
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